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Abstract We present a method for estimating radar phase delays due to propagation through the
troposphere and the ionosphere based on the averaging of redundant interferograms that share a
common scene. Estimated atmospheric contributions can then be subtracted from the radar interferograms
to improve measurements of surface deformation. Inversions using synthetic data demonstrate that
this procedure can considerably reduce scatter in the time series of the line-of-sight displacements. We
demonstrate the feasibility of this method by comparing the interferometric synthetic aperture radar
(InSAR) time series derived from ERS-1/2 and Envisat data to continuous Global Positioning System data
from eastern California. We also present results from several sites in the eastern California shear zone where
anomalous deformation has been reported by previous studies, including the Blackwater fault, the Hunter
Mountain fault, and the Coso geothermal plant.

1. Introduction

Recent advances in remote sensing and space-based geodetic techniques such as interferometric synthetic
aperture radar (InSAR) and Global Positioning System (GPS) have led to a more detailed and accurate descrip-
tion of surface deformation that has benefited studies of the subsurface structure of earthquake sources
[Massonnet et al., 1993; Simons et al., 2002; Fialko et al., 2005; Johanson, 2006], the mechanical properties of
seismogenic fault zones and ambient crustal rocks [Fialko et al., 2002; Chen and Freymueller, 2002; Fialko, 2004a;
Hamiel and Fialko, 2007], and deformation transients following significant earthquakes [Massonnet et al., 1994;
Jónsson et al., 2003; Fialko, 2004b; Freed and Bürgmann, 2004; Barbot et al., 2008]. InSAR and GPS have been
also increasingly used to measure surface deformation due to active faults in the interseismic period [Peltzer
et al., 2001; Wright et al., 2004; Fialko, 2006; Lindsey et al., 2013; Kaneko et al., 2013]. However, InSAR measure-
ments of low-amplitude (subcentimeter) deformation are significantly limited by perturbations in the radar
phase due to ionospheric, tropospheric, and orbital artifacts [Goldstein, 1995; Tarayre and Massonnet, 1996;
Zebker et al., 1997; Jehle et al., 2010; Meyer, 2011]. The ionospheric phase delays are caused by the varying
density of charged particles at altitudes of about 50–1000 km, while the tropospheric phase delays are dom-
inated by variations in pressure and water content in the lowermost 10–20 km of the atmosphere [Bevis et al.,
1992]. The methods proposed for the reduction of the propagation artifacts include averaging of multiple
independent interferograms to suppress uncorrelated noise in the radar phase [Peltzer et al., 2001; Fialko and
Simons, 2001; Wright et al., 2004; Fialko, 2006], spatiotemporal filtering [Ferretti et al., 2001; Hooper and Zebker,
2007; Schmidt and Bürgmann, 2003; Berardino et al., 2002], wavelet decomposition [Hetland et al., 2012], and
the use of auxiliary data [Li et al., 2006; Foster et al., 2006; Jolivet et al., 2014; Gong et al., 2015]. Estimates of
water vapor in the atmosphere from independent measurements have the potential to mitigate the prop-
agation effects in studies of surface deformation, but available data typically suffer from limited coverage,
cadence, and resolution. For instance, GPS estimates of atmospheric delays require dense GPS networks, and
those based on meteorological models are limited in spatiotemporal resolution and accuracy [e.g., Fournier
et al., 2011; Wadge et al., 2010; Doin et al., 2009; Ding et al., 2008]. The same holds for estimates of the total
electron content (TEC) in the ionosphere. In this paper we present a method for the calculation of noise due
to atmospheric, ionospheric, and orbital artifacts directly from the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data. We
take advantage of dense SAR catalogs to evaluate the propagation delays at every acquisition. Such catalogs
will become increasingly available from the current and future InSAR missions, such as Sentinel-1, Advanced
Land Observing Satellite-2, and NASA-ISRO Synthetic Aperture Radar. Our algorithm exploits the fact that
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Figure 1. Averaging stencil for estimation of atmospheric phase delays. The more pairs connected to the central
acquisition date, ti , the better the estimate of the atmospheric contribution, 𝛼i .

interferograms that share a common scene necessarily contain the same contributions from delays in the
radar phase due to propagation effects.

2. Estimation of Atmospheric Phase Delays by Stacking
of Dependent Interferograms

Consider two unwrapped interferograms with acquisition dates t1, t2 (shared), and t3 (see Figure S1 in the
supporting information). The differential phase Δ𝜙 in each interferogram can be expressed as follows:

Δ𝜙12 = Δ𝜏12 + 𝛼2 − 𝛼1 + 𝜖12 Δ𝜙23 = Δ𝜏23 + 𝛼3 − 𝛼2 + 𝜖23 (1)

where 𝛼i is the atmospheric contribution on the date ti, Δ𝜏 is the radar phase due to surface deformation, and
𝜖 is the error (e.g., due to incorrect digital elevation model, antenna noise, etc). It is possible to estimate the
atmospheric phase delay on the shared date, 𝛼2, by differencing the two interferograms, Δ𝜙12 − Δ𝜙23. Note
that the difference Δ𝜙12 − Δ𝜙23 does not depend on surface deformation, provided that the interferograms
have equal time spans and deformation occurs at a constant rate.

Combining more than two interferograms that share a common date improves the accuracy of the estimate of
𝛼, assuming that atmospheric contributions are uncorrelated in time. The accuracy of the atmospheric phase
estimation for each acquisition date increases for larger aperture of the averaging stencil N (Figure 1), which
guarantees an accurate recovery of the atmospheric contribution in the limit of large N:

𝛼i = lim
N→∞

1
2N

∑N

j=1
Δ𝜙i(i−j) − Δ𝜙(i+j)i = lim

N→∞

1
2N

∑N−1

j=0
(N − j)

[
Δ𝜙(i−j)(i−j−1) − Δ𝜙(i+j+1)(i+j)

]
(2)

The last expression in equation (2) uses interferograms from the nearest acquisition dates to minimize tem-
poral decorrelation. This approach would be exact given a sufficiently large number of SAR acquisitions with
regular intervals and good radar coherence between the nearest data takes. In practice, N is limited by the
size of the data catalog and by the assumption that the deformation rate is constant over the time interval
(ti−N, ti+N). We therefore adopt an iterative procedure for the estimation of the atmospheric contribution, 𝛼.
We begin by making an initial estimate by subtracting and averaging all the interferograms centered on each
acquisition, as described above. Once an initial atmospheric phase map exists for each date, we calculate the
atmospheric noise coefficient (ANC):

ANCi = (10.0)(Rmax)−1

√√√√ 1
M

M∑
m=1

(𝛼i(xm) − 𝛼i)2 (3)

where 𝛼i(xm) is the atmospheric phase delay at the pixel m on the date i, and 𝛼i = M−1 ∑M
m=1 𝛼i(xm) is the mean

value of the atmospheric phase taken over all M pixels. Rmax represents the RMS value of the phase screen
with the highest amount of noise and is used to normalize the ANC values. The ANC quantifies the relative
amount of atmospheric noise at each SAR acquisition and allows us to rank the acquisitions according to the
magnitude of atmospheric contribution. In the next iteration, we recalculate 𝛼 for each scene, starting with
the noisiest date and using previously calculated atmospheric phase estimates to correct the interferograms
used in the calculation of 𝛼 for subsequent dates. The accuracy of the atmospheric phase estimates decreases
toward the ends of the catalog, where shorter and/or one-sided averaging stencils need to be used.

If the time spans of the interferograms used in the averaging procedure are not equal, or the deformation
signal is not linear in time, atmospheric phase maps 𝛼i computed using equation (1) may contain a nonnegli-
gible contribution from the deformation signal, Δ𝜏 . In case of slowly varying (compared to the satellite revisit
time, Δt) deformation, we adopt the following procedure for separate estimation of Δ𝜏 and 𝛼i.
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First, we generate time series of range changes [e.g., Schmidt and Bürgmann, 2003] at each of the pixels that
remain coherent in all interferograms, with respect to a reference pixel assumed to have zero velocity. We
estimate the tectonic signal by fitting a smoothing spline [De Boor, 1978] to the time series. The inferred
time-dependent surface deformation, Δ𝜏 , is then subtracted from interferograms prior to the calculation of
atmospheric phase delays.

This process, repeated iteratively until convergence, improves the separate estimates of time-dependent
deformation and the atmospheric contributions for each acquisition date. We then subtract the obtained
atmospheric phase maps from the original interferograms and compute time series and maps of mean
line-of-sight (LOS) velocities from the corrected data.

3. Validation With Synthetic Data

We validated our method by inverting synthetic data that contain realistic atmospheric noise and a known
deformation signal. The synthetic data set was created using the atmospheric phase maps calculated for ERS
and Envisat track 170 in Southern California at each acquisition date (Figure S2). Synthetic interferograms
were made by differencing the atmospheric phase on the respective dates and adding a time-dependent
low-amplitude deformation signal. Results of the synthetic test are shown in Figure 2. In the first test, we
assumed regular SAR acquisitions and baselines small enough to make it possible to form interferograms
between any two scenes. This is an ideal scenario for radar interferometry that may soon be realized thanks
to better control of satellite orbits and more frequent and regular acquisitions of recently launched as well as
planned InSAR missions. The algorithm recovers both secular trends and nonlinear signals of amplitudes as
small as 1 mm/yr in the radar line of sight. As one can see from Figure 2a, there is an improvement in accuracy
of the recovered signal in the time series corrected for the propagation effects, compared to the standard least
squares solution, which makes it possible to resolve low-amplitude signals that would otherwise be hidden
in the noise.

In order to quantify the accuracy of the method, we compared the atmospheric phase maps retrieved using
our algorithm from the synthetic data set to the ones originally used to create the synthetic interferograms. We
have found that the method recovers up to 95% of the atmospheric noise in the synthetic data and over 70%
of the atmospheric signal in more than 50% of the cases. We also investigated the effect of irregular data acqui-
sitions and baselines by creating a synthetic data set in the same way as described above but using baselines
and acquisition dates from the actual ERS and Envisat catalogs (Figure 3). Even though the amount of scatter
in the corrected time series is greater due to a large spread in baselines and uneven time spans (Figure 2b), the
method retrieves deformation signals of similar amplitudes as in the ideal case. Comparing retrieved atmo-
spheric phase maps to those used to create synthetic data, we found that we were able to recover up to 85% of
the atmospheric signal, with more than 50% of the signal recovered for more than half of the synthetic phase
maps. Because of limited network connectivity, for some of the pairs the method retrieved less than 10% of
the atmospheric contribution. Examples of successful and unsuccessful estimation of synthetic atmospheric
phase maps are presented in the supporting information Figure S3.

Note that the input signals in our tests are very well sampled by the data. The recovery of short-period defor-
mation signals depends on the frequency of data acquisitions by the SAR satellite, as well as the length of the
averaging stencil, N, used to compute the atmospheric phase maps. In our validation experiment, we have
used stencils varying between 0 and 2 years for data sets with irregular acquisitions and less than 1 year for
well-connected, regularly spaced data acquired every 30 days.

In addition to time series, we also calculated an average line-of-sight velocity map (see Figure 4). The aver-
age velocities were obtained by computing time series of cumulative displacements at every pixel, fitting a
smoothing spline as described above, subtracting the spline values at the beginning and end of the time
interval of interest, t1 and tN, and dividing by the time span (t1 − tN). We compare our result to LOS velocities
calculated using conventional stacking of the 257 interferograms in the synthetic catalog, without the atmo-
spheric correction. Figure 4 shows a reduction in the atmospheric noise when the correction is applied, as
compared to the uncorrected version of the stack.

In principle, the limitation of the interferometric connectivity of the data catalog can be mitigated using a
small-baseline subset (SBAS)-like approach [e.g., Pepe et al., 2011; Fattahi and Amelung, 2013]. Upon comput-
ing time series of displacements for each coherent pixel on each date, one can form additional interferograms
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Figure 2. Results of the synthetic data test. (a–c) Regular acquisitions with small baselines. (d–f ) Set of interferograms
that mimic the ERS/Envisat baseline distribution (Figure 3). No deformation (Figures 2a and 2d). Constant velocity of
1 mm/yr (Figures 2b and 2e). Variable velocity (Figures 2c and 2f ). Blue dots denote prescribed deformation signal, and
red dots and crosses denote recovered time series with and without atmospheric corrections, respectively.

by subtracting the phase between any two dates. These new interferograms can then be used alongside
preexisting interferograms to estimate the atmospheric contribution for each scene.

4. Comparison to Continuous GPS Time Series

In addition to the tests using synthetic data, we validated our method by performing a comparison
of the InSAR time series to those recorded by continuous GPS stations. GPS measurements have the
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Figure 3. Baseline plot for ERS/Envisat track 170. The colored dots indicate the acquisition dates, and the lines indicate
interferograms used in our analysis. The colors of the dots denote the value of the atmospheric noise coefficient (ANC)
calculated using equation (3). The cold colors correspond to low values of the ANC, and the warm colors correspond to
high values of ANC.

advantage of a much higher temporal sampling rate and better resolving phase delays due to atmospheric
and ionospheric variability.

The raw SAR data were processed using the JPL/Caltech software ROI_PAC. The topography correction was
applied using the digital elevation model from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission. The interferograms
were not flattened to remove possible orbital errors, as this could violate assumptions behind equation (2).
We also did not correct for the Envisat clock drift. The InSAR time series were calculated using the procedure
described by Schmidt and Bürgmann [2003].

Figure 3 shows an example of Atmospheric Noise Coefficients calculated using our method for SAR data
from the ERS-1/2 and Envisat track 170 (Mojave Desert, eastern California). The calculated range changes
due to propagation effects (atmospheric phase maps) are shown in Figure S2 and Table S1 of the supporting
information. We are able to combine the ERS and Envisat data into a single data set because there are sev-
eral interferograms that were acquired on the same dates by ERS-2 and Envisat, separated by 30 min. These
interferograms have essentially identical contributions from atmospheric phase delays (see Figure S4 of the
supporting information).

Figure 4. A mean line-of-sight velocity map retrieved by the proposed atmospheric correction method, using synthetic
data from a set of interferograms that mimic the ERS/Envisat data catalog. (left) The original input LOS velocities, with
no atmospheric noise. (middle) The mean velocities retrieved using atmospheric correction. (right) Velocities obtained
using conventional stacking of the synthetic interferograms.
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Figure 5. Comparison of InSAR time series with continuous GPS. The large distance between the chosen GPS sites
implies that the atmospheric noise is not correlated between the stations.

There are few continuous GPS stations that have been in operation long enough to provide an instructive
comparison to the InSAR data, which span the time period between 1992 and 2010. We selected five stations
that began collecting data in the year 2000 and calculated time series between the reference station, CHLO,
and each of the remaining four stations. The three-component (east, north, and vertical) GPS displacements
were projected onto the InSAR line of sight using local incidence angles. The InSAR time series (Figure 5)
show good agreement with the GPS measurements, as well as a reduction in scatter when we correct for
the propagation delays. In some cases, the corrected InSAR time series were able to recover the seasonal
signals visible in the GPS, indicating differential motion with respect to the reference site. In other cases, the
periodic signal present in the GPS is muted in the InSAR time series, possibly due to long-wavelength seasonal
variations in the water content in the troposphere or due to local effects (e.g., a tree planted near site CHMS
introduced a spurious displacement signal due to seasonal growth cycles after year 2006).

5. Application to the Eastern California Shear Zone

We apply the method described in section 2 to study secular and transient crustal deformation in the east-
ern California shear zone. The eastern California shear zone (ECSZ) is a complex seismically active network
of Quaternary faults that accommodates between 10 and 20% of the relative motion between the Pacific
and North American plates [Sauber et al., 1986; Dokka and Travis, 1990]. It has been proposed that the ECSZ
represents an incipient plate boundary forming in response to changes in the orientation of the regional
tectonic stress [Nur et al., 1993]. Space geodetic observations have documented a wide range of processes
affecting surface displacements in the ECSZ, including coseismic [e.g., Simons et al., 2002; Fialko et al., 2002;
Fialko, 2004a], postseismic [Peltzer et al., 1998; Fialko, 2004b], and interseismic [Peltzer et al., 2001; Gourmelen
et al., 2011] deformation and ground subsidence [e.g., Fialko and Simons, 2000; Solt and Sneed, 2014]. Figure 6
shows the average LOS velocities from three satellite tracks over the eastern California shear zone. The average
LOS velocities were conformed to the regional GPS velocity field using the SURF algorithm [Tong et al., 2013].
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Figure 6. Average line-of-sight velocity from ERS and Envisat tracks
170, 399, and 442, computed using atmospheric corrections.
The locations of the GPS stations used for comparison with InSAR
time series are marked by black circles, and the reference station
is marked by a black star. The outlined areas A, B, C, and D
correspond to our focus areas in the eastern California shear zone:
Harper Lake, Coso subsidence, Blackwater fault, and Hunter
Mountain fault, respectively. Positive LOS velocity indicates motion
toward the satellite.

Here we consider several areas where
anomalous deformation signals were iden-
tified by previous studies. We start by
examining the subsidence around Harper
Lake [Solt and Sneed, 2014], where we take
advantage of the data from two overlapping
InSAR tracks to assess the robustness of the
method. We then examine ground subsi-
dence around the Coso geothermal plant
[Fialko and Simons, 2000] and show that the
subsidence has continued at a constant rate
throughout the 20 year time period spanned
by the InSAR data catalog. Finally, we inves-
tigate deformation across the Blackwater
and Hunter Mountain faults, where previous
studies have suggested anomalously large
slip rates and shallow locking depths [Peltzer
et al., 2001; Gourmelen et al., 2011].

5.1. Subsidence at Harper Lake
Harper Lake is located south of the
Blackwater-Calico fault system, in the middle
of an area of active deformation in the east-
ern California shear zone. Various geologic
and geodetic observations indicate that the
entire lakebed is consistently subsiding. For
example, Solt and Sneed [2014] investigated
the extent and mechanisms of subsidence
around Harper Lake, as well as those of sev-
eral other lakebeds in the Mojave Desert,
using InSAR data from the years 2005–2009.
They suggested that the deformation was
likely due to the compaction of fine-grained
paleo-lakebed deposits in response to
changing groundwater levels.

Figure 7a shows the mean line-of-sight veloc-
ities over the years 1992–2010, from overlap-

ping ERS/Envisat tracks 170 and 399. The central area of the lakebed is decorrelated, but the InSAR data clearly
show subsidence around the edge of Harper Lake, consistent with the results of the previous study [Solt and
Sneed, 2014]. Figures 7b and 7c show the average line-of-sight velocities from a 5 km wide north-south pro-
file across the lake (endpoints indicated by the stars in Figure 7a). The data show increases in the radar range
of about 4 mm/yr along the north shore of Harper Lake. Figure 7b shows the average LOS velocities obtained
using conventional stacking of radar interferograms, while Figure 7c shows the average LOS velocities cal-
culated using atmospheric corrections. As one can see in Figure 7b, there is a systematic difference of about
1 mm/yr in the LOS velocities from tracks 170 and 399 at the southern end of the profile. This difference dis-
appears in the LOS velocities corrected for atmospheric artifacts using the method described in section 2
(Figure 7c). A better agreement between data from the two independent data sets from tracks 170 and 399
provides further validation for the robustness of the algorithm. A small mismatch in the LOS velocities from
the two overlapping tracks starting at the approximate longitude −117.2 and continuing to the northeast
may be due to residual atmospheric effects or differences in the local incidence angles.

5.2. Subsidence at the Coso Geothermal Plant
The Coso geothermal field lies in the transition zone between the San Andreas Fault and the Basin and Range
province [Walter and Weaver, 1980; Roquemore, 1980]. Its primary heat source is believed to be related to a
large magmatic system [Duffield et al., 1980]. This geothermal resource is exploited by the Coso geothermal
plant, the second largest geothermal plant in the United States. The area is tectonically active with a great deal
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Figure 7. (a) Average line-of-sight (LOS) velocities from ERS/Envisat tracks 170 and 399, in the vicinity of Harper Lake.
(b) Profile AA’ across Harper Lake. Red dots show average LOS velocity from track 170, and black dots show average LOS
velocity from track 399. (c) Same as Figure 7b but with the average LOS velocities computed using corrections for the
propagation delays.

of seismicity that can be attributed to both natural and man-made processes [Feng and Lees, 1998; Fialko and
Simons, 2000]. InSAR and GPS studies have shown that this seismicity can be linked to the subsidence of the
Coso geothermal field. Possible causes of the subsidence include net fluid withdrawal, thermal contraction
and depletion of the reservoir, and compaction of the host rocks because of a decrease in pore pressure.

Fialko and Simons [2000] used eight interferometric pairs from the time period between the years 1993
and 1999 to investigate the deformation around the Coso geothermal plant and understand the causes
and mechanisms that govern the subsidence in the area. The study found a spatially complex deformation
pattern characterized by two localized subsidence peaks, and a line-of-sight velocity signal of 3–4 cm/yr
at the center of the anomaly. By analyzing consecutive interferograms, Fialko and Simons [2000] showed
that the subsidence peaks become broader with time, suggesting that the deformation at Coso may be
time dependent.

Figure 8a shows the average LOS velocities from the Coso area obtained from our analysis of the ERS-1/2 and
Envisat data spanning 1992–2010. The time series of deformation reveal that the subsidence has occurred at
an essentially constant rate over the past 20 years (Figure 8b). The point near the center of the subsidence
marked by a star in Figure 8b has been subsiding at a rate of about 20 mm/yr. The deformation signal here is
large enough that the atmospheric corrections make a relatively small difference, although one can still see a
reduction in scatter between the corrected and the uncorrected time series.

Figure 8. (a) LOS velocity map of the area around the Coso geothermal plant. The star marks a location for which the
time series were computed with respect to a distant (approximately 70 km away to the NE) reference point. (b) Time
history of surface displacement along the satellite line of sight at a point marked by the star in Figure 8a.
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Figure 9. (a) Average LOS velocities around the Blackwater fault from our analysis of ERS-1/2 and Envisat tracks 170 and
399. (b) Time series of displacements calculated between two points across the fault (denoted by black stars). Time
series show an elevated velocity between 1992 and 2000, consistent with findings of Peltzer et al. [2001], but a slowdown
(or possibly a reversal) after 2000.

5.3. Deformation Across the Blackwater Fault
The Calico-Blackwater fault system is the longest in the Mojave Desert, trending northeast, and is intersected
by the Garlock fault to the north. It has been proposed that the Calico-Blackwater fault system accommodates
a large portion of the right-lateral slip in the eastern California shear zone, but there is a general disagreement
between geologic and geodetic slip rate estimates. Geologic studies estimate the slip rate of 1–2 mm/yr on
the Blackwater fault [Dokka and Travis, 1990]. Peltzer et al. [2001] reported a much higher slip rate of about
7 mm/yr based on the analysis of ERS-1/2 data from track 170 spanning the years 1992–2000. They attributed
the high slip rate to transient deformation following the 1992 Landers earthquake. Peltzer et al. [2001] also
inferred an anomalously shallow locking depth of 5 km. To investigate the nature of the anomalous defor-
mation on the Blackwater fault, we have analyzed all available InSAR data from ERS-1/2 and Envisat tracks
170 and 399, spanning a time period between 1992 and 2010. Figure 9a shows an overlay of the average LOS
velocities from the two satellite tracks (data from track 399 at the bottom, data from track 170 on top) from
an area of overlap around the Blackwater fault. The data do not show a sharp LOS velocity gradient across the
fault trace. To get an insight into possible time-dependent deformation processes within the fault zone, we
calculated time series of LOS displacements between points on two sides of the fault, as indicated by the stars
in Figure 9a. The results are shown in Figure 9b.

The time series from the two tracks, corrected for propagation artifacts (colored symbols in Figure 9b), are
in good agreement with each other and are considerably less scattered compared to the “uncorrected” time
series (crosses in Figure 9b). The data from both tracks show a systematic velocity trend of about 1.5 mm/yr
between the years 1992 and 2000, which is consistent with the result from Peltzer et al. [2001], who inferred a
mean LOS velocity across the fault of approximately the same magnitude over the same time period. After the
year 2000, our results indicate a decrease, or perhaps even a reversal, in the LOS velocities between different
sides of the fault. Thus, the anomalously high strain rates due to the Blackwater fault reported by Peltzer et al.
[2001] are not representative of secular deformation and could possibly reflect postseismic transient due to
the 1992 Landers earthquake.

We also point out that it is not clear whether the elevated LOS velocities across the fault over the 1992–2000
period were due to horizontal fault-parallel displacements. Alternatively, they could be caused by differential
vertical motion of the east side of the fault with respect to its west side, at rates that are much smaller than
the deduced horizontal rates but comparable to the observed LOS velocities of the order of 1 mm/yr. Unfor-
tunately, very little data from the ascending ERS-1/2 orbits exist for the study area, making it difficult to test
this hypothesis.

5.4. Deformation Across the Hunter Mountain Fault
The Hunter Mountain fault is located north of the Garlock fault, at the eastern boundary of the Sierra Nevada
range. It connects with the faults of Saline Valley to the northwest and Panamint Valley to the southeast
[Burchfiel et al., 1987]. The Hunter Mountain fault is a relatively young feature that has formed between
approximately 2.8 Ma and 4.0 Ma [Burchfiel et al., 1987; Hodges et al., 1989; Lee et al., 2009].
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Figure 10. (a) Average LOS velocities from an area around the Hunter Mountain fault. (b) Time series between two
points (black stars, approximately 8 km apart) across the Hunter Mountain fault over the time period between 1992 and
2010. Thick blue and red lines denote the least squares fits to the time series from tracks 170 and 442, respectively. Thick
black line denotes the average LOS velocity across the fault reported by Gourmelen et al. [2011].

Gourmelen et al. [2011] investigated the deformation due to the Hunter Mountain fault by analyzing 44 inter-
ferograms from satellite track 442 of the satellites ERS-1/2, from the time period between the years 1992 and
2000. They processed the data using the SBAS method, which evaluates atmospheric effects using a spa-
tiotemporal filter [Ferretti et al., 2001; Berardino et al., 2002]. Average line-of-sight velocities derived from the
InSAR data revealed deformation at a rate of 1.6 mm/yr in a localized zone several kilometers wide, centered
on the fault. Interpreting the data in terms of the buried dislocation model [Savage and Burford, 1973] resulted
in a slip rate of approximately 5 mm/yr, above the geologic slip rate of 3.3 mm/yr [Lee et al., 2009], and an
anomalously shallow locking depth of about 2 km. Gourmelen et al. [2011] proposed that the discrepancy
between geologic and geodetic slip rates may be due to the fact that the relatively young Hunter Mountain
fault may be undergoing evolution and acceleration.

We have combined InSAR data from the ERS-1/2 and Envisat satellites from overlapping tracks 442 and 170
over the years 1992 to 2010 to compute average LOS velocities as well as time series of LOS displacements
across the Hunter Mountain fault. The data in Figure 10a show a much smaller velocity gradient across the
fault than observed by Gourmelen et al. [2011].

To check for a possible temporally varying signal, we computed line-of-sight displacement time series
between two points where the variation in average LOS velocities on the different sides of the fault seems to
be at its highest and where track 442 overlaps with ERS/Envisat track 170. The time series exhibit a significant
amount of scatter, possibly due to seasonal variability in atmospheric delays (correlated with topography) or
seasonal cycles of uplift and subsidence (Figure 10b). The best fitting linear trends to the time series from
both tracks (thick red and blue lines in Figure 10b) indicate LOS velocities of less than a millimeter per year,
substantially smaller than the velocity inferred by Gourmelen et al. [2011] (black line in Figure 10b) and likely
within the measurement uncertainty. Therefore, we conclude that neither the anomalously high slip rate nor
the shallow locking depth on the Hunter Mountain fault are required by the data.

6. Conclusions

We have developed a method to mitigate the noise due to propagation effects in InSAR data, such as those
caused by tropospheric and ionospheric phase delays. The method takes advantage of the fact that the
interferograms that share a common date also share the same propagation delay due to the atmosphere or
long-wavelength “ramp” due to imprecise knowledge of spacecraft orbits. Because the method relies on spa-
tial patterns to identify propagation artifacts, it works best in areas of good radar coherence. It also relies on
large data sets with good interferometric connectivity between radar acquisitions, such as the example shown
in Figure 3. It allows one to measure deformation signals that are slowly varying compared to the interval
between radar acquisitions (Figure 2).

Tests using synthetic data are able to recover up to 95% of the atmospheric signal. We have also tested the
robustness of our method by comparing the average line-of-sight velocities from different satellite tracks
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covering the same area and with continuous GPS data. The results show good agreement and accuracy of
about a millimeter per year in the satellite line of sight.

We applied our method to several areas in the eastern California shear zone where anomalous deformation
has been reported by previous studies [Peltzer et al., 2001; Gourmelen et al., 2011; Fialko and Simons, 2000].
Subsidence associated with the Coso geothermal field persisted at a constant rate of a few centimeters per
year over the time period between the years 1992 and 2010. The deformation across the Blackwater fault
occurred at a nearly constant rate of 1.5 mm/yr in the satellite LOS between 1992 and 2000, consistent with
the study by Peltzer et al. [2001], but stopped, or perhaps even reversed, in 2000–2010. We do not observe
a resolvable deformation signal across the Hunter Mountain fault, where a study by Gourmelen et al. [2011]
suggested higher than geologic slip rates and an anomalously shallow locking depth of 2 km. We speculate
that the mean LOS velocity estimates by Gourmelen et al. [2011] might be biased by large seasonal variations
in the LOS velocities at small (few kilometers) spatial scales around the fault.

The method presented here can be used to estimate atmospheric propagation delays as well as orbital errors,
provided that they are uncorrelated in time, without relying on auxiliary data. The correction improves the
accuracy of InSAR measurements of low-amplitude quasi-steady deformation of the Earth’s surface.
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